Abstract-The need for wireless communication systems is increasing in the transport domain. These systems have to be operational in every type of environment and particularly tunnels for metro applications. These ones can have rectangular, circular or arch-shaped cross section. Furthermore, they can be straight or curved. This paper presents a new method to model the radio wave propagation in straight tunnels with an archshaped cross section and in curved tunnels with a rectangular cross section. The method is based on a Ray Launching technique combining the computation of intersection with curved surfaces, an original optimization of paths, a reception sphere, an IMR technique and a last criterion of paths validity. Results obtained with our method are confronted to results of literature in a straight arch-shaped tunnel. Then, comparisons with measurements at 5.8 GHz are performed in a curved rectangular tunnel.
I. INTRODUCTION
ireless communication systems are key solutions for metro applications to carry, at the same time, with different priorities, data related to control-command and train operation, and exploitation. Driverless underground systems are one of the best examples of the use of such wireless radio system deployments based on WLAN, standards generally in the 2.45 or 5.8 GHz bands (New-York, line 1 in Paris, Malaga, Marmaray, Singapore, Shangaï, etc.). These systems require robustness, reliability and high throughputs in order to answer at the same time the safety and the QoS requirements for data transmission. They must verify key performance indicators such as: minimal electric field levels in the tunnels, targeted bit error rates (BER), targeted handover times, etc. Consequently, metro operators and industries need efficient radio engineering tools to model the electromagnetic propagation in tunnels for radio planning and network tuning. In this paper, we propose an original method based on a Ray Launching method to model the electromagnetic propagation at 5.8 GHz in tunnels with curved cross section or curved main direction. The paper is organized as follows. Section II details existing works on this topic. Section III presents the developed method. A comparison of our results with the ones obtained in the literature is performed in section IV for a straight arch-shaped tunnel. Our method is then confronted to measurements at 5.8 GHz and validated in a curved rectangular tunnel in section V. Finally, section VI concludes the paper and gives some perspectives.
II. EXISTING WORKS ON RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION IN CURVED TUNNELS
Different approaches to model the radio wave propagation in tunnels were presented in the literature. Analyses based on measurements represent the first approach but such studies are long and expensive [1] , [2] . Thus, techniques based on the modal theory have been explored [3] , [4] , [5] . The modal theory provides good results but is limited to canonical geometries since it considers tunnels as oversized waveguides. Some authors have also proposed an exact resolution of Maxwell's equations based on numerical techniques [6] . This kind of techniques is limited, specifically by the computational burden due to the fine discretization requirement of the environment, in terms of surface or volume. Finally, frequency asymptotic techniques based on the ray concept, being able to treat complex geometries in a reasonable computation time, seem to be a good solution. In [7] , a model based on a Ray Tracing provides the attenuation in a straight rectangular tunnel. In [8] , the author uses this method and adds diffraction phenomenon in order to analyze coupling between indoor and outdoor. In [9] , works are purchased by considering changes of tunnel sections. The main drawback of the Ray Tracing method is the impossibility to handle curved surfaces.
To treat curved surfaces, the first intuitive approach consists in a tessellation of the curved geometry into multiple planar facets, as proposed in [10] . However, the surfaces curvature is not taken into account in this kind of techniques and the impossibility to define rules for the choice of an optimal number of facets versus the tunnel geometry and the operational frequency was highlighted. In [11] , a ray-tube tracing method is used to simulate wave propagating in curved road tunnels based on an analytical representation of curved surfaces. Comparisons with measurements are performed in arch-shaped straight tunnels and curved tunnels. In [12] , a Ray Launching is presented. The surfaces curvature is taken into account using ray-density normalization. Comparisons with measurements are performed in curved subway tunnels. The geometric shapes of the tunnels are not flexible and the computation time is very high. To overcome these drawbacks, we have developed an original method to model the electromagnetic propagation in tunnels with curved geometry, W 2011 11th International Conference on ITS Telecommunications either for the cross section or the main direction. The main advantage of this new method is its best compromise between accuracy and computation time for application at 5.8 GHz.
III. DEVELOPED METHOD
The method considered here is based on a Ray Launching method. The main principle is to send a lot of rays in the environment from the transmitter, to let them interact with the environment assuming an allowed number of electromagnetic interactions and to compute the received power from the paths which pass near the receiver. The implementation of this principle has led us to make choices that are detailed below.
A. Ray Launching principle
With the Ray Launching based methods, there is a null probability to reach a punctual receiver by sending rays in random directions. To determine if a path is received or not, we used a classical reception sphere centered on the receiver, whose radius r R , depends on the path length, r, and the angle between two transmitted rays,
A contributive ray is one that has reached the reception sphere (Figure 1 ). This specific electromagnetic path between the transmitter and the receiver presents some geometrical approximations since it does not exactly go through the exact receiver position. 
B. Intersection between the transmitted rays and the environment
Two kinds of tunnel geometry have to be taken into account: The planes for the ceil and/or the roof, and the cylinder for the walls. These components are quadrics, which is important for the simplicity of intersection computation with rays. The intersection of ray with a cylinder (respectively a plane) leads to the resolution of an equation of degree 2 (respectively of degree 1).
C. Optimization
The reception sphere leads to take into account multiple rays. The classical IMR (Identification of Multiple Rays) algorithm consists in keeping one of the multiple rays. At this stage, the chosen one is still an approximation of the deterministic ray which exists between the transmitter and the receiver. So, to correct this problem, we propose to replace the classical IMR by an original optimization algorithm allowing modifying paths trajectories in order to make them converge to the real ones. We then disambiguate the choice of the ray to keep for a correct field calculation.
Using the Fermat Principle, indicating that the way followed by the wave between two points is always the shortest, we propose to reduce the geometrical approximation involved in each path. The optimization algorithm consists, for a given path, in minimizing its length, assuming that it exactly reaches the receiver (i.e. the center of the reception sphere).
While the path length function is not a linear one, we propose to use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [14] . Its principle consists in finding the best parameters of a function which minimize the mean square error between the curve we try to approximate and its estimation.
Applied to propagation in tunnels, the aim becomes to minimize the path length. The J criterion to minimize is then the total path length equals to:
with E the transmitter, R the receiver and P k the k th interaction point of the considered path, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
The parameters vector contains the coordinates of the interaction points of the path. The iterative algorithm needs the Hessian matrix inversion, which contains the partial derivatives of the J criterion to minimize with respect to parameters. Then, in order to reduce computation time and numerical errors, we have to minimize the matrix dimensions and so the number of parameters. Thus, we decide to use local parametric coordinates (u, v) from the given curved surface instead of global Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). The parameters vector can be written:
where (u k ,v k ) correspond to coordinates of the reflection point P k .
A validation test is added after the optimization step in order to check if the Geometrical Optics laws are respected, specifically the Snell-Descartes ones. Concretely, we check, for each reflection point, if the angle of reflection  r  equals the angle of incidence  i , as presented in Figure 3 . Last step consists in the IMR technique in order to eliminate multiple rays. The optimization technique allows obtaining multiple rays very close to the real path, and consequently very close to each others. Nevertheless, due to numerical errors, they cannot be strictly equals each others. Thus, the IMR technique can be reduced to a localization of reflection points: If a reflection point of two paths are at a given maximal interdistance equals to 1 cm, they are considered to be identical and one of the two is removed. Figure 4 illustrates the reflection of an electromagnetic wave on a curved surface. In this case, Electric Field can be computed after reflection by classical methods of Geometrical Optics as long as the curvature radiuses of surfaces are large compared to the wavelength [15] .
D. Electric Field Calculation
It can be expressed as follows (Figure 4 ): 
IV. COMPARISONS WITH EXISTING RESULTS
In this section, we compare the results obtained with our method with existing results in a straight arch-shaped tunnel (tunnel C) extracted from [11] . The configuration of simulation is presented in Figure 5 (a) . It has to be noted that the developed method can't afford the vertical walls, we then simulated the close configuration presented in Figure 5 (b) .
Results are given in Figure 6 . We must remember that the approach used in [11] is different from ours, because it considers a ray-tube tracing method, reflection on curved surfaces is also considered. Figure 6 highlights some similar results for the tunnel C. Deep fadings are located in the same areas and Electric Field levels are globally similar along the tunnel axis. Differences that appear on field level are due to the difference in terms of representation of the configuration. Despite the geometric difference, the two methods lead to some similar results in terms of Electric Field levels which are the information considered for radio planning in tunnels.
V. COMPARISONS WITH MEASUREMENTS

1) Trial conditions
This section evaluates performances of the method proposed in the case of a real curved rectangular tunnel. Measurements presented in this part were performed by an ALSTOM-TIS team. The measurement procedure is as follows. The transmitter is located on a side near the tunnel wall. It is connected to a radio modem delivering a signal at 5.8 GHz. Two receivers, separated by almost 3 m, are placed on the train roof. They are connected to a radio modem placed inside the train. Tools developed by ALSTOM-TIS allow to realize field measurements and to take into account a simple spatial diversity by keeping the maximum level of the two receivers. The measurements configuration is depicted in Figure 7 . The curved rectangular tunnel has a curvature radius equals to 299 m, a width of 8 m and a height of 5 m.
2) Simulation results
The geometric configuration has been reproduced for simulations, performed for the two receivers. Comparisons of measurements (black line) and simulations (grey line) are presented in Figure 8 . The results are normalized by the maximum of the received power along the tunnel.
A quite good concordance between the simulations and the measurements is observed. A mean and a standard deviation of the error between measurements and simulations of 2.15 dB and 2.55 dB are respectively obtained. An error of about 23 dB highlights a quite good agreement between measurements and simulations considering usual rules in radio engineering.
3) 2-Slope model As presented in [16] in the case of a straight rectangular tunnel, we observe in Figure 8 that longitudinal attenuation in the curved rectangular tunnel follows a 2-slope model until a distance of 350 m. The first break point is located around 20 m. First slope before the break point is about 96 dB / 100 m. Second slope after the breakpoint is about 10 dB / 100 m. This study highlights that the breakpoint is smaller in the case of a curved tunnel than for a straight tunnel (about 50 m). The longitudinal attenuation corresponding to the first slope is also very important. Furthermore, a very similar behavior is observed for both measurements and simulations. This type of very simple model based on path loss is really interesting from an operational point of view in order to perform easily radio planning in the tunnel. This approach provides a first validation of our method. The next step will be to perform further analysis in terms of slow and fast fadings in order to margin gains for radio deployment for a system point of view to reach targeted BER and to tune the network and the handover process.
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper presented a novel original method to model the radio wave propagation in curved tunnels. It is based on a Ray Launching technique. A reception sphere is used and an original optimization of paths is added. It consists in a minimization of the paths length, according to the Fermat Principle. Finally, an adaptive Identification of Multiple Rays has been developed based on the localization of reflection points.
Results obtained in a straight arch-shaped tunnel are first compared to results presented in the literature. We then treated the specific case of a curved rectangular tunnel by comparisons with measurement results performed in a metro tunnel. The curves highlighted good agreement between measurements and simulations with an error lower than 3 dB. Using a classical path loss model in the tunnel, we have shown a good agreement between measurements and simulations at 5.8 GHz showing that the method can be used to predict radio wave propagation in straight and curved rectangular tunnels for metro applications.
